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Kathryn Leonard’s contribution to the panel

50 years of Association for Women in Mathematics

My story: first class of women at my high school, was good in English and Math, but was 
advised to go into English. Petitioned university to get out of the math class requirement, 
was denied, loved it, became a math major squished into 1.5 years. Went to grad school, 
then did a postdoc at Caltech who didn’t accept women during my lifetime. I was the only 
woman in the department apart from the department manager. Things have gotten a lot 
better since then. I think it’s important to remember how far we’ve come, even as there’s 
still work to do. And as we saw in the questions at the end of Colette’s talk, this work is at 
all levels.

What were the main challenges women in mathematics faced around the time you were 
President of AWM?

• People thinking the problem is solved — which is why the report Colette presented is so 
important

• Not losing sight of mission to support women while adapting to our evolving understanding
of gender

• Ensuring that an org developed mostly by white women moves as quickly as possible 
toward supporting ALL women

• Pandemic

• Financial reliability (pandemic related) — we have 1.75 staff members and over 200 
volunteers which makes our ability to maintain our programs a bit precarious

How did AWM respond to those challenges either during or after your tenure as President?

• Continue to document the ways in which there’s an equity gap, providing our own 
solutions: e.g., new research journal La Matematica with hugely diverse editorial board and
equitable review practices (In English-language journals, 6% are women, some journals 
have no women on their boards — this is from a study done by the qside insitute), student 
chapter expansions (give students support to get through the challenges of ugrad and 
grad school, give them a voice in AWM), research networks for women (started by Kristin 
Lauter) and additional support for those, youtube channel with talks and panels featuring 
women on a wide range of topics

• Updated our mission statement to reflect our emphasis on women and girls but also desire
to support other minoritized gender and gender identities, educated EC on issues faced by 
trans women, expanding our relationship with Spectra (LGBTQ+ math society)



• Widened the solicitations for speakers and EC members (currently have a new high of 
women of color on EC, including Black president Elect and 2 other Black EC members), 
working to expand relationship with NAM (Black mathematician org), carefully examining 
policies and procedures to move toward greater equity and transparency

• Working to support alternate modes of attending in-person sessions, identifying funding to 
support women’s research, policy statements about tenure, promotion, hiring, grad 
student timelines

• Launching a capital campaign to make sure we have solid funding to do what we do — 
inequity creeps in quickly when everyone is too busy

What challenges do you see women in mathematics facing today?

• Still have to be twice as good, but now people think we were hired because we were 
women. In US, it’s true that equity drives have mostly benefited white women, but that 
doesn’t mean we’re ahead. Particular gaps remain at the top academic institutions—
meanwhile, the workload for the rest of academia keeps growing with less and less staff 
support. And of course we still have periodic articles claiming women have lower intrinsic 
ability.

• Conversations in the math community that pit rigor against humanity — being kind and 
supportive doesn’t make the math worse. We have a kind of macho attitude that typically 
also hides all the support people who claim to be working in the macho way are actually 
receiving

• Sexual harassment: still happening, more people talking about it, more consequences — 
MathSafe program, bystander training

• Women in positions of power are much more attacked and fought against than men — 
many papers documenting the increase in abuse based for women, but not so many 
papers showing effective solutions

• Family -vs- tenure clock and perception of family responsibility

• Of course, all of this is twice as hard if you’re a women of color or trans

What solutions are developing to help address these challenges?

• Keep on being twice as good, speaking out, pushing other math entities to do better, 
working with already existing orgs who have solutions in other settings or for other 
demographic groups, working on ourselves as individuals to be able to rise above and 
maintain our sanity without giving up our dreams, making sure we are reaching out to pull 
the next generation up with us.


